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Global News!
League Recap
Tuesday Treasure League is underway for it’s 3rd season. This season the league is full! This week saw Bruno pick up 27 points and
bowling just over average. It was fairly hot on the lanes though!
All Sorts League on Wednesday night saw Simon Rice bowl a PB—
yay Simon!
Hot Shots this week saw some pretty fine bowling with the Skins going to Jaime, Bec, Adem and Ron. The Planet would like to
acknowledge and thank Fishing and Outdoor World for their generous sponsorship which about doubles the prize fund $$$! And now
with both Bec and Ron back on deck more opportunities to bowl
against former and current Australian Team Members!
Cash Doubles saw the addition of two new teams which fills our centre! Welcome back to bowling Ollie and Eryn it is great to see you on
our lanes. And of course Lito and family always good to see more of
you mob!
This week sees Delta Electric’s Juniors picking up their new balls—
who remembers their first ball? (Bruno isn’t able to recall his, mine
was a pink AMF Slam-drilled by the infamous Rudy Turoczi! It sits on
the shelf in the Pro Shop if anyone needs a Slam! Thanks to Mark
White and the team at Delta!

T.T.L.

Hot Shots-

Rory McMillan 300!

Ronald Voukolos 236!

All Sorts

Winners League

Brendan Murray 239!

Enirque Balatero 187!

Cash Doubles

Delta Electrics Juniors

Simon Rice 245!

Joel Hales 101!

Announcements
Holt Roll Offs this weekend!
Jaime is a finalist for the Young Achiever’s Zip Print
Sport Award—Go Jaime!
Seniors AO Pattern will be down on Sunday morning.
—see you here Roy, Kaye, Robin & Yvette.

!Team AUS!
Once again Rebecca Voukolos has
been selected to represent Australia
at the 26th Annual Asian Championships!

The next Schweppes Sunday Skins Series will be held
on Sunday 29th of March—this will be the second in
the 2020 Series—don’t miss out!
The first event saw Shane Prunster
disappointed with his 1 handicap and self-convinced
he didn’t stand a chance. Shane went on to bowl a PB
of 286 and this saw him easily picking up a Skin which
he could have won with a –60, Bruno says this
demonstrates that all you have to do is bowl a good
game and you’re in for a shot at the dollars regardless of your average or handicap! Go Shane!

And in case you didn’t notice the aircon unit out the
back got struck by lightning and the centre has been
a bit hot—we are unsure of how this will be resolved
at this time but we are working hard to get the place
cooled down. Thanks for your understanding.

If you’re thinking about a team building event at your
workplace or any type of function then please think of
supporting us by having a bowling event!
B3 Pro Shop recommends getting your balance holes
plugged as soon as possible—August 1 deadline approaching! This will improve ball performance so why
wait?!

